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Danza ibérica (1925) En Sevilla una noche de Mayo…
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Mensaje a Claudio Debussy (1929) Boceto sinfónico
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Cadena de valses (1927) Evocation romantique
Invocatión al Vals I
Message à Schubert
Comentario II
Comentario III
IV
Comentario V
Message à Ravel
Comentario VI
Message à Chopin
VII Vals – Serenata
VIII Homenaje a la Jota
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Grandmother’), which is a tender Andantino that displays the warmest and deepest
feeling of any part of this work. Variation VII (‘games’) turns back to the minor tonality
and is a tiny toccata in Scarlattian style. It runs straight into Variation VIII (‘facile
passion’), a flamboyant and overblown arpeggio study. The ninth and final version
(‘emphatic epilogue’) carries straight on, Allegro energico, to a cadenza and a grandiose
final reference to the theme.
The Tres Danzas Españolas composed in September-October 1938 may be
considered Nin’s ultimate distillation of the qualities of the Spanish Nationalist style.
The set begins with his Segunda Danza Ibérica, dedicated to Marguerite Long, a leaner,
crisper affair than the first Danza Ibérica of 1925. A guitar-like left hand and rapid
right-hand gruppetti set it off, leading almost at once to a florid solo line in cante hondo
style. The main part of the dance then sets in as a rather truculent, obsessive E minor
seguidillas. The melancholic vocal line is heard again, introducing a developmental
central episode that culminates in a right-hand cadenza and a melancholic cadence back
into the sardonic seguidillas, which concludes with a brilliant Prestissimo coda.
The Danza Andaluza, dedicated to the Polish pianist Stanislas de Niedzieski, is
essentially a brilliant study in repeated notes, especially the E which sounds almost
continually through the piece. The main melody is identified by Nin as an Andalusian
popular song. Only in the episodic central section is the nagging E deserted, and then
only for a short time. The folksong returns, to be succeeded by an emphatic coda.
The final number of this triptych of Spanish dances, the Danza Murciana begins
with a freely swooping cadenza-like passage and a melancholic scrap of tune before
moving into the dance itself, an affair of shuffling rhythms that makes much use of
hemiola, alternating bars of 6/8 and 3/4. It also continually mixes major and minor
modes, giving its energy as bittersweet flavour. In the final section the dance alternates
with freer, cadenza-style writing – and it is the latter that has the final word.
Note © copyright 2009 Calum MacDonald
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and sovereign beauty remain tenderly graven in my heart. In the manner of a
rhetorical game, I have tried to evoke an epoch and a style which were universal
and which Spain, more romantic than her neighbours, cultivated for a longer
time and more candidly.
‘In that time Spain sang and breathed in Italian, just as France and Germany
were already saluting the sunrise of Berlioz and Wagner. France, Germany and
Italy were the frontiers between which this delicious and frivolous style
flourished, a style in which the first romantics poured out a so-insouciant
tenderness, among the violets and the camellias, the ear-rings and organdie
gowns, the curls and crinolines.
‘The flowing of 104 years has given to this style a nostalgic perfume, and a
poetic prestige. Which can serve as the excuse for this strange and paradoxical
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Canto de cuna para los huérfanos de España (1938)
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‘1830’ variaciones sobre un tema frivolo (1934)
Tema
Variation I reverencias
Variation II violetas y camelias
Variation III bocles y organdi
Variation IV fatuidad
Variation V rizos y miriñaques
Variation VI Retrato al cromo de Abuelita
Variation VII
juegos
Variation VIII pasión fácil
Variation IX epílogo enfático
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Segunda danza ibérica (1938)

5.34
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Danza andaluza (1938)

4.39
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Danza murciana (1938)

5.41
Playing time 67.15

idea to write these pages in the fullness of the 20th century.’
What this means is that Nin writes throughout in the idioms of the late 18th and
early 19th centuries, with scarcely a hint of his actual time of composing, and that he
balances humour, tenderness and virtuosity in a way that Schumann, for example,
would have approved. The ‘frivolous’ E minor theme, whose two halves are both
repeated on its initial statement – something the variations themselves imitate – has the
air of something that Chopin or Schumann might have written for domestic
consumption. Variation I (‘reverences’) is a lively study in octave leaps. Variation II
(‘violets and camellias’) is a warm, undulating Blumenstück in the manner of Schumann.
The Andantino Variation III (‘earrings and organdie’) is an essay in Chopinesque filigree
and chromaticism with a hint of a music-box about it. Variation IV (‘fatuity’) is a slightly
grotesque bit of showy bravura whose runs and grace-notes give themselves altogether
too great an air of importance. Variation 5 (‘curls and crinolines’) is a delicate, almost
Mozartian Allegretto that would probably sound well on a fortepiano. The tonality
turns to E major for the first time for Variation VI (‘portrait photograph of
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Joaquín Nin y Castellanos (1878-1949) is generally considered a leading Spanish
composer, pianist and musicologist, though he was born and died in Havana, Cuba and
spent much of his life in Paris. At the time of his birth, however, Havana was a Spanish
city; his education was completely European, and the national traits that his music
displays are neither Latin American or Caribbean, but entirely, even sometimes
militantly Spanish. His family, in fact, was of partly French origin: his grandfather had
left France during the Revolution and lived in Haiti and New Orleans before settling in
Cuba. Manifesting pianistic gifts even as a child, Nin was taken to Spain and studied
piano in Barcelona before moving to Paris, where he was a piano pupil of Moritz
Moszkowski. He also studied composition and counterpoint at the Schola Cantorum,
and from 1905 he taught piano there. In 1908 he settled for a while in Berlin with his wife
Rosa Culmell, a Cuban singer of French and Danish Ancestry; on his departure for
Berlin he was awarded an honorary professorship at the Schola Cantorum. He received
the same distinction in 1909 from the Université Nouvelle of Brussels, where he also
lived for a time.
Nin went back to Havana in 1910, where he founded a concert society and a music
journal, but soon embarked on a career touring Europe and South America as a virtuoso
pianist, eventually settling in Paris as his base. Most in demand as a performer in the
1920s and 1930s, it was only under the threat of World War II that, in 1939, Nin finally
left France and returned to Cuba. In the last decade of his life he was crippled by arthritis
in his hands which prevented him giving concerts.
Nin was a colourful and controversial character, a serial womanizer whose
aristocratic bearing (an air of hauteur emanates from his photographs) brought him an
entrée to high society. He was also the father of two creative artists no less remarkable
than himself: his daughter Anaïs Nin (1903-77), the writer most famous for her journals
and erotica, and his second son, the composer Joaquín Nin-Culmell (1908-2004). Their
family life was not happy, however. Nin appears to have been jealous of his children’s
relationship with their mother, and viewed them as an encumbrance to his career; he
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défunte, Rhapsodie espagnole and Alborada del gracioso, without ever descending to precise
quotation or imitation.
The fourth and last ‘Comentario’ reprises the first part of the ‘Invocation’ though
without the cadenza, pointing up its function as a kind of ritornello within the sequence.
The sixth waltz, in E flat minor, is a ‘Message à Chopin’, whose general style is evoked
but simultaneously spiced with a touch of Andalusian song. There follows a ‘Vals –
Serenata’ as the seventh waltz, evocative of Spanish serenades with guitar and perhaps
carrying on a dialogue with Falla. The sequence concludes with the eighth waltz, in the
style of a jota – in fact the piece is subtitled ‘Hommage à la Jota (danse nationale
espagnole)’. The longest of the movements, it has its own introduction and develops into
a vivacious and capricious episodic form, working up to a sparkling coda.
Canto de cuna para los huérfanos de España (Lullaby for the orphans of Spain) is
dated 2 November 1938, by which year Spain was home to all too many orphans who
had lost their parents in the Civil War. Many of them were sent abroad, especially to
Cuba, Mexico and Argentina, and Nin’s piece bears the touching dedication ‘En
souvenir de “Maïta”, morte le 24 Décembre 1937, a La Havane. R.I.P.’ (Research has not
established anything about Maita, or how Nin knew of her.) A sadly rocking bass motif
establishes the underlying pulse over which Nin weaves a sad, song-like elegiac
meditation in F of some textural and melodic complexity, shaded with chromatic and
blues-like inflections.
It was hardly surprising that Nin, a devotee of old music, would be drawn to
compose a piece in classic theme-and-variations form. But the “1830” Variaciones sobre
un tema frivolo (“1830” Variations on a Frivolous Theme), completed in Paris in
January 1934, is another example of his taste for half-pastiche musings in the company
of other composers. Once again he supplies an explanatory preface in Spanish and
French; an English version might read:
‘ These Variations have been composed as an offering to the memory of
Doña Mariana Tudó de Nin, my grandmother (born in 1830), whose fine smile
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‘… What do these “VALSES” want to be? A homage to masters who, in the
19th century, faithfully fought for the Beautiful, were not scared to be moved,
were not afraid to be expressive: Schubert, Chopin, Schumann, for example, who
are too often made a joke of. A reaction, also, against certain wits who are called
avant-garde but are in reality nothing but aesthetic forgers for whom music and
beauty have no more value than that which chiffon has for the chiffonnier. In sum,
a little something that is natural, opposed to the tide of insincerity.’
He goes on to invoke Spanish composers of the 18th century, such as Vicente Martin
y Soler (1754-1806), whose works in 3/4 time already anticipated the waltz.
The work, which is dedicated to the pianist José Iturbi, is ultimately modelled on
Schubert’s various sequences of short waltzes (the model that Ravel had followed in his
Valses nobles et sentimentales). Nin’s work in fact consists of an ‘Invocation à la Valse’ (so
also referencing Weber), followed by eight waltzes interspersed by four very brief
‘Commentaries’ that are almost in the nature of linking remarks: 13 pieces in all, and Nin
suggests various selections and orderings of these pieces for the performer who only
wants to play extracts.
The brilliant ‘Invocation’ is tangily Spanish in accent, with a florid Andalusian
cadenza leading into the first waltz, a C minor ‘Message à Schubert’, in which
Schubertian melody is alchemically combined with Spanish elements. The brief first
‘Comentario’ harks back to the ‘Invocation’ and leads straight into the untitled second
waltz, a lively yet rather melancholic affair in B flat minor. A second ‘Comentario’ takes
us into the third waltz, in D minor. This is less of a Spanish affair – an early tempo
indication being ‘Alla vienese’. The pulsating fourth waltz in A major returns to Spanish
temperament – it sounds as if it might be a homage to the Granados of Goyescas. A
stamping, urgent, Falla-esque third ‘Comentario’ leads into the fifth Waltz, subtitled
‘Message à Ravel’ – which, in a similar fashion to the Mensaje a Claudio Debussy,
reproduces various traits of the French master who had written Pavane pour une Infante
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was a forbidding father who sometimes treated them brutally. Whereas he and Rosa
Culmell had previously performed as a voice-piano duo, after the birth of Anaïs he
struck out as a solo pianist, relegating Rosa to a domestic role.
Finally the marriage and family were fatally disrupted in 1913 at Arachon, France,
when Nin deserted his wife and children for a rich heiress, soon after divorcing Rosa. (A
second divorce, in similar circumstances, would occur later.) Thereafter there was a
constant antagonism between him and his children. Nevertheless in Paris in 1933 he
entered into a sexual relationship with his daughter Anaïs, a liaison hinted at in her
surrealist novella The House of Incest (1936)1 and made explicit in the unexpurgated
version of her diaries of that period, published in 1992. Their letters to one another
during the time of their relationship, which she claimed to have destroyed, had in fact
been carefully preserved and were published in 2009 under the title Prelude to a Symphony.
In 1942, remembering her childhood, Anaïs Nin wrote of him: ‘If […] my father had
not been my father but a friend, I would have appreciated his scholarship, his musical erudition,
his gift for creating an atmosphere, his wit in the world, his talent for storytelling, his charm. […]
His travels, restlessness, escapes, would have seemed fascinating if they had not meant desertion,
deprivation, and a constant anxiety […] concerning a wanderer who might never return. […]
The charm of my father was usually something he gave to others, not to his children. 2 Whatever
Joaquín Nin’s failings as a father and human being, in this passage she also lists his
many positive qualities, which were ‘something he gave to others’. They are very much
the qualities we find in his music – where, perhaps, he gave the best, the idealized
version of himself. Wit, charm, creating an atmosphere, sometimes perhaps telling a

1 Passages from this were set by Edgard Varèse in his last work, Nocturnal. Not only was Varèse a friend of
Anaïs Nin in New York but he had known – and disliked – Joaquín Nin as a student at the Schola Cantorum.

2

The Journals of Anaïs Nin: Volume Three 1939-1944 (London: Quartet Books, 1974), p. 190.
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story – all these qualities inform his impeccably crafted and invariably attractive piano
works.
As a pianist, Nin was a noted interpreter of the keyboard works of J.S. Bach as well
as Spanish music ancient and modern. His own output is modest in size, and
concentrated in the genres of song and solo piano music. But he also edited several
significant volumes of music from the Spanish Baroque period. His original
compositions were influenced by such Baroque-period works, French Impressionism
and the more recent strain of Spanish nationalist music, drawing upon folk-music, that
had been popularized by Albéniz, Granados and Falla. Several of his works take the
form of homages to former composers, which Nin couched in the form of ‘messages’ –
not so much a memorial as a communion with the departed masters. His piano writing
gives a vivid idea of his personal playing style: commanding, fond of bursts of virtuosity
– either short passages in ‘quasi cadenza’ style pirouetting up and down the keyboard,
or little bursts of rapid figuration in the bass or sneaked into a melodic line that keep
things volatile. He also uses a special sign to indicate an ‘almost imperceptible’ ritenuto
of short duration at particular spots in a phrase or cadential passage – the spoor of his
habits of rubato.
Nin was given to providing his works with elaborate, sometimes flowery prefaces,
of which a good example is the Danza Ibérica which carries the subtitle En Seville una
noche de Mayo … (In Seville on a May night …) and was composed in 1925. The piece is
dedicated to the renowned flamenco dancer Antonia Mercé, known as ‘La Argentina’,
whom Nin describes in his dedication as the ‘encarnación de la danza española’. And the
music is prefaced by a whole page in Spanish and French apostrophizing the dances of
Spain. ‘De l’Espagne qui rit et de l’Espagne qui pleure, vous êtes l’image lyrique et sonore’, as
one part of this text has it. Beginning with the greatest vivacity in flamenco style, this
bravura essay in ‘Spanish nationalist’ features gains much of its character from insistent
repeated-note figures, lively rhythms, guitar-like strumming and flamboyant gruppetti
or grace-notes. Though only two years younger than Manuel de Falla, Nin treats his
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Andalusian style as a received idiom from which to derive new themes with the
knowingness of quotations. A moderato transition introduces vocal arabesques typical of
the Andalusian cante hondo (‘deep song’), first against organum-like chords and then in
neo-baroque polyphony, Lento e molto espressivo, and finally in a capricious cadenza with
flurries of rapidly-articulated notes. A scherzando passage leads back to the dance ideas
of the opening section and a brilliant, percussive coda.
Nin’s Mensaje a Claudio Debussy (Message to Claude Debussy), described as a
Boceto sinfònico (symphonic sketch), was written in 1929. On the first page Nin placed an
‘Epigraph’ in Spanish and French, which reads: ‘When the eyes of Claude Debussy
closed for ever in the night of death, a sudden anguish released an inconsolable
nostalgia in the harts of Spanish musicians’. Beginning calme et triste in the tempo of a
Habanera, this piece is not merely soaked in French Impressionism, but in the
harmonies, the melodies, the keyboard layout of Debussy’s own piano works, notably
the French master’s Préludes and Estampes – and especially, but by no means exclusively,
his ‘Spanish’ works such as La Soirée dans Grenade, La sérénade interrompue, and La Puerta
del viño. There is no literal quotation, and yet many passages from Debussy’s output are
ineluctably recalled to memory, as if the ghosts of his works are being passed in review.
The mood is rather melancholy and meditative, but Nin himself appears to step forth in
a more assertive Animato section climaxing in a cadenza-like effusion. The coda seems
to allude – again without literal quotation – to the famous flute solo of Prélude à
l’après-midi d’un faune.
Several more ‘messages’ are to be found in the Cadena de Valses (Chain of waltzes)
sub-designated an Evocación romántica. Composed in 1927 it enshrines, like many pieces
of music that originated around that time, an element of homage to Schubert, whose
death-centenary was looming. But in fact this is only one of a whole series of such
homages set in waltz time. Nin’s somewhat polemical prefatory remarks in French in
the printed score of the piece read, in part :
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